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assessment of documentation from
Eduworks-UK Ltd
When regulations change, or you need to align with technical guidelines,
your documentation must be accurate and often updated quickly to
ensure your company is compliant. Even the initial task of analysing and
comparing all of your material against a regulatory or technical document
takes time and effort and will put a strain on scarce expert resource.
Now there is an automated way to analyse your existing documentation
and assess whether your documents are compliant.

EduCompare
Automated technical and compliance assessment
of documentation from Eduworks-UK Ltd.
EduCompare is a proven intelligent
technology platform which allows
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comparison and analysis of large
volumes of unstructured data
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EduCompare will assess the accuracy
of your existing documentation
against a standard, compliance
regulation document or statute
EduCompare can help you produce
a new target document, against
which you can test multiple source
documents to check compliance

Eduworks - the leading innovator in document comparison
and analysis, providing smart technology since 2001.

www.eduworks-uk.com

Why EduCompare?
Unique proven technology from
Eduworks, already being used in
the Consulting, Legal, Defence,
and Oil & Gas markets
EduCompare enables your subject
matter experts to focus on the
efforts which deliver real value to
your business
EduCompare provides timely,
cost effective, initial analysis
of complex structured and
unstructured data which currently
takes up valuable resource

EduCompare ensures that all
documentation is read and
understood in context using
intelligent comparative analysis
rather than simple word matching
Ensures that a comprehensive
analysis of company documentation
can be effectively managed and any
risks clearly highlighted
Use EduCompare to check that
your company documents comply
with regulations both nationally
and globally.

Contact us today and allow us to show you our EduCompare
technology at work. We would be pleased to use some of your own
documents so that you can test our EduCompare Analysis Solution.
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Eduworks - the leading innovator in complex Big Data
analytics, providing smart technology since 2001.

www.eduworks-uk.com
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